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Since a plant has no blood pressure or pulse and can show no fever, 
the diagnostician sometimes has difficulty in knowing how sick is the 
plant. Since he has difficulty in measuring disease quantitatively in the 
single plant, he has difficulty in measuring it for the whole crop. Having 
gained ability to measure the sickness in the crop, there remains the 
complex problem of relating this to the amount of loss to the agricul
turist or horticulturist. In this chapter, we shall deal with these inter
relationships (see also Chester, 1955). 

I. SICKNESS AND Loss 

A. Sickness and Loss Are Different Concepts 

Sickness is the result of an abnormal physiological process, one that 
interferes with the normal functioning of the plant. The functions of 
the plant, from the biological viewpoint, are to survive, compete, grow, 
and reproduce its kind through flowering, fruiting, and disseminating 
its offspring. Whatever may interfere with these normal biological proc
esses results in sickness, mechanical injury to, or violent destruction of 
the plant. Here our emphasis is on sickness, recognizing, however, that 
those concerned with the health of plants must embrace, in their think
ing, plant damage resulting from the activities of man and the other 
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higher animals as well as that due to lightning, fire, flooding, hail, and 
other such violent destructiveness. 

Man claims a proprietorship over plants, and is concerned with their 
sickness insofar as it interferes with his demands and expectations on 
the performance of the plant to serve his ends. When sickness in plants 
frustrates these demands and expectations, we have loss from the human 
viewpoint. 

There is no regular relationship between sickness and loss. A popula
tion of plants may suffer devastating sickness, yet, if this does not inter
fere with man's desires, there is no loss from the human viewpoint. There 
may even be gain, as in the case of sickness in a noxious weed. Or the 
loss may be quite disproportionate to the injury suffered by the plant, 
as in the case of disfigurement of ornamental plants which does not 
seriously affect their life processes. 

B. How Sickness and Loss Are Distinguished 

From the point of view of the individual plant, any kind or degree of 
sickness may be harmful, although plants, thanks to their capacity for 
replacing and restoring damaged organs, are able to tolerate greater 
destruction to their bodies than animals can. While much plant sickness 
results from the activities of parasites, parasitism in itself does not imply 
a corresponding degree of sickness. The conspicuous and widespread 
occurrence of powdery mildew on lilac in autumn, for example, is not 
associated with any important degree of sickness, since the attacked 
leaves have already accomplished their usefulness and will soon be 
shed. On the other hand, plants may suffer severe or fatal sickness from 
the effects of toxins released by microorganisms which are hardly to 
be classed as parasites. 

From the point of view of plant population, sickness or death of the 
individual plant has little significance, provided the population main
tains its competitive position in the plant world. In the long run, survival 
of the species or race is the important thing, regardless of how many 
individuals suffer or die along the line. Indeed, some loss of individuals 
is often beneficial to plant populations that are overcrowded owing to 
lavish reproduction. Forest trees offer many illustrations of this. The 
cottonwood tree, for example, has an enormous reproductive capacity. 
Customarily, newly exposed sandbars in major river bottoms become 
covered with scores of thousands of cottonwood seedlings per acre. All 
but a few hundred of these must die if the remaining trees are to attain 
normal maturity. 

In other situations, sickness in certain individuals may endanger the 
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entire population. When, through chance or a high degree of suscepti
bility to an infectious disease, a few individuals contract the disease, 
they may serve as a source of inoculum which may spread to engulf the 
entire plant population over wide areas. This was the history of the 
chestnut blight in America, and it is constantly occurring in the rust 
diseases of cereals. 

Looking at the matter from the point of view of the biotic complex, 
plant sickness may set off chain reactions that can profoundly affect the 
whole biosis. In brackish, muddy inlets of the North Atlantic seacoast 
of the United States, for example, the eelgrass, Zostera marina, is the 
dominant vegetation. Its presence provides substrate, food, and shelter 
for a myriad of marine animals and plants. When, a few years ago, the 
"wasting disease" of eelgrass wiped out this species over extensive 
areas, the whole microcosm of marine life underwent profound changes, 
directly through the loss of the plant and indirectly through changes in 
wave action, properties of the water, and altered navigation practices 
that resulted from loss of the eelgrass. We must note, too, the extensive 
results that follow the introduction of a disease agent on a single species 
of plant when, as with aster yellows, the pathogen exhibits its capacity 
for spreading to many other, unrelated species, quite altering the biotic 
complex. The special case of pathogens having alternate hosts deserves 
mention, in which introduced disease in one species of plant results in 
attack of another, quite unrelated species. In all such instances, sick
ness in one member of the biotic complex alters the complex and the 
welfare of its components. Obviously, this can be beneficial or harmful 
according to the component supplying the viewpoint. 

Plant sickness from man's point of view is important insofar as it 
hinders or aids production of the commodity or result that he desires at 
the moment, and loss is a measure of the extent of that hindrance. 
Obviously, if potatoes are destroyed by blight or wheat by rust, man's 
purpose in growing these crops is frustrated. The loss is greater or less 
depending on the economic value attached to potatoes or grain that 
were sacrificed to the disease. But man's point of view is not single and 
simple. In these cases, what may have been serious loss to individual 
potato or grain growers may actually have been gain to their society 
if the diseases tended to reduce unmanageable surpluses of these 
commodities. 

Man's point of view depends on who the man is. When the wilt dis
ease began decimating populations of persimmon trees in southwestern 
United States this was regarded by some as causing serious loss of food 
for wildlife and of defense against soil erosion. Ranchers, on the other 
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hand, gained by the removal of a weed tree that is undesirably pre
valent in pastures. 

There are numerous instances in which plant sickness is useful and 
helpful to man. The ergot fungus on rye is propagated to provide medical 
supplies of the toxin in the ergot bodies. Pine trees have been inoculated 
with pathogenic fungi to increase the flow of the valuable resin. In the 
related field of animal pathology we recall the fostering in geese of the 
liver disease that yields the valuable pate de fois gras. While it is ear
nestly hoped that man will never resort to the dissemination of agents 
of plant, animal, or human diseases as weapons of war, such use of 
disease would represent other instances in which sickness would be 
regarded as useful to man. 

C. What Is a "Normal" Plant, Crop, or Plant Product? 

Plant sickness has been called an "abnormal" process. What, then is 
the norm from which the sick plant is deviated? Theoretically, the sever
ity of a disease is the extent to which the diseased plant falls short of 
ideal development. Such an ideal probably never exists. In practice, 
"normal" commonly connotes "good average." To the U. S. Department 
of Agriculture the "normal yield" is that which occurs in good years over 
extended areas, and a crop exceeding this by 10% is regarded as a 
perfect, undamaged crop for the area (Valgren, 1922). In Germany, 
the "normal yield" is the theoretical yield for an entirely normal year, 
assuming average injury from pests, and in practice it corresponds to a 
6- to 8-year average yield (Klemm, 1940). The latter is more realistic 
than the American standard, and avoids the absurdity of reports that 
particularly well favored crops have produced somewhat more than 
100% of perfection, as well as the false implication that the utmost that 
can be achieved by a grower is an increase of a paltry 10% more than the 
local average in good years. In appraising loss we must compare sick 
plants with healthy ones, and, for practical purposes, the healthy or 
"normal" plant is similar in nature to the sick one and is growing under 
environmental influences, both physical and biotic, that are favorable 
and similar to those affecting the sick plant, except that the "normal" 
plant is free from the particular sickness in question. 

D. How Does Plant Sickness Cause Losses? 

Most obvious are the direct losses resulting from reduction in the 
amount or quality of a useful product. These, however, set in motion 
a train of indirect losses, which, although important, are usually over
looked in reporting losses. Among the indirect losses may be decreased 
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purchasing power of the grower—as well as those dependent on this 
purchasing power—together with decreased activity, economic opera
tion, and profits of the industries that are dependent on agriculture, 
such as grain elevators, mills, processing plants, railroads, banks, farm 
implement and chemical manufacturers, and others, The expense of 
replacing the missing produce by importation from regions outside those 
affected by crop disease, sometimes including the necessity of accepting 
less desirable substitute products, should also be included among indirect 
losses. 

Actual losses include all direct and indirect losses. In addition, when 
a disease has been averted by the use of preventive measures—spraying, 
soil disinfestation, replanting, and others—the cost of these measures, 
plus the cost of the research that develops them and the educational 
programs that diffuse knowledge about them must be added to the sum 
of actual losses. In contrast, potential losses are those which would 
occur in the absence of preventive measures. Where economical disease 
control measures are available, the grower must choose the lesser of two 
evils, the actual loss from the cost of control if it is less than the poten
tial loss in the absence of control. 

We may also distinguish between recognized and hidden loss. The 
extent to which a "normal" crop falls short of its potential yield is hidden 
loss, and this may be very great. One form of hidden loss is the unnoticed 
restriction of growth of plants that are constantly subjected to city 
smoke and gases. Another is the subnormal nutritional value of some 
foods from crops that have suffered from environmental deficiencies, 
which is undetected in foods that are chosen solely on the basis of 
appearance. Yet another is seen in the wide variation in average, "nor
mal," yields per acre of a given crop growing in different areas. 

Plant diseases may be classified according to their manner of causing 
losses, for example into: (a ) diseases that seriously affect the normal 
life of plants, frequently killing them, as in the wilt diseases and damp-
ing-off; ( b ) diseases that destroy the commercial parts of the plant, as 
the smuts of small grains or the fruit rots; ( c ) diseases that destroy the 
reproductive organs (overlapping " b " ) ; (d) diseases that stunt or retard 
the growth, or weaken the plant, without killing it, as is true of many 
virus diseases; (e ) diseases that indirectly injure the commercial product 
by attacking other plant organs, as the foliage diseases of root, fruit, nut, 
and seed crops; ( f ) diseases that confer poisonous or other undesired 
properties on the product, as ergot of rye or scab of barley; (g ) diseases 
that attack harvested products in storage, commerce, or home; (h) dis
eases that injure the attractiveness or aesthetic qualities of the product, 
such as peach freckle, apple fly speck, and blemishes of ornamental 
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plants; ( i ) mixed and intermediate types, with combined features of two 
or more of the foregoing classes. 

Alternatively, diseases may be classified according to the degree of 
loss they cause, ranging from (a ) those that practically eliminate the 
crop unless rigidly controlled, to ( b ) those that are quite destructive 
but sporadic, ( c ) those which are only occasionally and locally impor
tant, (d) those that are widespread and common but without important 
yield-depressing effects, and ( e ) those which ordinarily have little or 
no economic significance. 

Other factors being equal, a disease that causes wide fluctuations in 
crop yield from one season to another causes more economic harm than 
another disease which causes equal cumulative reduction in yield but 
in about the same amount each season. Certain diseases are most severe 
in crops that are highly vigorous, as is characteristic of many diseases 
caused by rust fungi and other obligate parasites, along with downy 
mildew fungi and bacteria. Other diseases are most damaging in plants 
of low vitality, such as is often true of the wilts, root rots, cankers, and 
wood decays. Diseases of the former type tend to reduce fluctuations in 
crop yields while those of the latter type increase these fluctuations. 
These relationships may be expressed as a coefficient of correlation, 
r, between disease loss and potential yield in the absence of disease. 
If r is negative, the disease increases annual yield variation, while if 
r is positive the disease is associated with reduced yield fluctuation. 
(Hartley and Rathbun-Gravatt, 1937). Thus, for cotton wilt, r = — 0.36, 
increasing variability, while with potato late blight r = + 0 . 8 2 . In the 
latter case, complete control of the disease would increase the yield 
variability, and late blight may be regarded as a stabilizing factor in 
potato production under conditions of the observations. This apparent 
beneficial effect of diseases with positive r values does not apply when 
the diseases attack with epidemic force, causing heavy losses over exten
sive areas, i.e., when the disease is more important than weather fluctua
tions or other factors contributing to crop vigor. 

With diseases that are transmitted in the reproductive parts of 
plants, the amount of disease, and consequent loss, is cumulative, in
creasing from one plant generation to the next. This is characteristic of 
the tuber-borne diseases of potatoes, in which the long recognized "run
ning out" of potato varieties is now known to result from the progres
sively increasing content of one or several viruses in the tubers, vegeta
tive generation after generation. With soil-borne diseases, such as the 
root rots, a comparable cumulative loss effect is observed. 

In perennial plants, sickness is often cumulative. Beyond the yield 
loss in the current season of attack, for example by a defoliating disease 
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of trees, the plant may be weaker, with less reserves, as it enters the 
following season of growth, and this weakness may increase cumula
tively from year to year until death ensues. An example of this is 
anthracnose on white oak. 

Plant diseases may reduce yields without affecting the market qual
ity of the harvested crop (loose smut of wheat except when grown for 
seed), or may reduce quality without affecting yield (fruit blemishes), 
or, most commonly, diseases reduce both yield and quality. Usually, loss 
statistics include only quantitative loss, although the loss in quality may 
have even greater importance. Variations in market quality have com
plex effects on the marketing, and, in general, the effects of lowered 
quality are harmful to all concerned. 

Among the forms of indirect loss caused by plant diseases, is their 
effect on the use and value of land. In many cases the disease hazard is 
as important a characteristic of land as its fertility, water supply, and 
topography. When a normally profitable crop cannot be profitably grown 
in certain areas because of its propensity to disease, and when other, 
less desirable crops must be grown, the land loses some of its utility, 
attractiveness, and value, as is illustrated by land that is infested with 
organisms which cause wilt disease, pathogenic nematodes, or the Texas 
root rot fungus. 

Now and then, in the history of agriculture, a new disease of devas
tating potency assails a crop, drastically curtailing its production. When 
the disease first appears, its inroads lead to scarcity of the crop, usually 
attended by higher prices. This stimulates the use of substitute products, 
demand for the scarce commodity falls, and eventually the loss in volume 
is compounded by a loss in price as well. This secular effect of such 
devastating diseases is well illustrated by the Endothia blight of the 
American chestnut. 

E. How Much Sickness Is Important? 

The importance of plant sickness, to man, is a function of: (1 ) its 
destructiveness, (2 ) its timing and frequency, and (3 ) the value of the 
crop and its significance in the economy of the nation, the community, 
and the individual farmer. The first of these, destructiveness, which is 
often the only factor considered in loss statistics, is the product of the 
degree and nature of damage to individual plants multiplied by the 
frequency of injured plants in the population. 

Of two diseases of equal destructiveness, ordinarily that which ap
pears early in the growing season is more important than the one 
appearing later. Interference with the physiology of the plant, such as 
through the loss of photosynthetic tissue, is usually less harmful with 
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advancing age of the plant. The crops from early harvests frequently 
command the highest prices, which would aggravate the monetary loss 
from early season destructiveness of a plant disease. 

The importance of a disease also rises with the frequency with which 
a crop is subjected to it. An apparent exception to this principle is the 
situation in which a disease is practically always present and causes 
about the same amount of loss every season. Diseases that occasionally 
break out with explosive force are less dangerous, in one sense, than 
those diseases that are always present to about the same extent. We 
are prone to consider these constant diseases like rats, taxes, soil erosion, 
highway fatalities, and the common cold, as "normal" or inevitable. We 
tolerate them and often forget or never realize that their constancy and 
our acceptance of it may constitute their most dangerous feature. Exam
ples are wood decay in the forest, spoilage of fruits and vegetables in 
marketing and in the home, leaf spots of barley, and defoliation diseases 
of pasture plants. Our susceptibility to influence by the spectacular or 
infrequent leads us to overestimate the losses from such hazards, while 
we underestimate the destructiveness of the common, constant ones. 

Other factors being equal, the importance of a disease increases with 
the value of the crop. Sickness in feed crops, such as sorghum, barley, 
and pasture plants, is regarded as less important than a comparable 
degree of sickness in more valuable food and industrial crops. When 
any crop assumes strategic importance, as in wartime, or when it is 
needed but in short supply, the importance of sickness rises propor
tionately. With ornamental plants in commerce and about homes, or with 
shade trees, a high value is attached to their appearance as well as their 
health, and correspondingly great importance is attached to disfiguring 
disease in them. A very striking example of this is the Dutch elm 
disease. 

The importance of a plant disease declines with the ease and econ
omy with which it can be controlled. From this viewpoint, such diseases 
as potato late blight and the cereal smuts are less important today than 
formerly, while those virus diseases that are largely uncontrollable have 
become relatively more important. The importance of a disease, when 
controlled, increases with increasing cost of the control measures. 

F . What Do Losses from Plant Diseases Signify? 

Statistics on the importance of plant diseases can be very misleading. 
When we consider the effect of plant disease purely from the point of 
view of total national production and national prices, at first sight it 
appears that in a free economy, diseases are often beneficial to the 
farmer, since reduced production is usually more than offset by increased 
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prices, a large crop actually being worth less money than a smaller one. 
This is brought out by statistical demand curves that relate production 
to price. 

In a comprehensive study of demand made by H. S. Schultz (1938) , 
it was found that of 10 major crops all had inelastic demand curves. 
With corn, a 0.5% decrease in production led to a 1% increase in price. 
With cotton, a 1% increase in supply depressed the price by 1.4%. A 1% 
increase in supply of wheat reduced the price by 2%. With sugar, hay, 
potatoes, oats, and barley, 1% increase in production resulted in price 
decreases of 2.5-3.3%, 2.3%, 3.3%, 1.67%, and 2.56% respectively, a bigger 
crop of any of these bringing the farmer a smaller return on the national 
average. 

Are we to conclude that agricultural science, or specifically plant 
pathology, is harmful insofar as it increases production, thereby reducing 
farm income? If we do, we must sanction farm programs that reduce 
the productive power of farmers, we must close our eyes to the millions 
of nonagricultural consumers to whom decreased production means 
higher prices that buy poorer quality, and we must close our hearts to 
the many more millions of people throughout the world to whom any
thing short of maximum production means malnutrition or death by 
slow starvation. 

We have momentarily assumed, as a general principle, that because 
of inelasticity of statistical demand curves of some leading farm crops, 
the farmer gains when production is curtailed. Were the losses from 
plant diseases equally prorated among all farmers, we could disregard 
individual differences, but they are not. Great variations in yields and 
losses may occur on adjacent farms in the same season. For those who 
are not close to the land there may be comfort in the statistic that in 
1954 the average wheat acre in the United States produced 18.1 bushels 
of wheat worth $2.13 per bushel. How little this means in human values 
to the farmer who harvested 5 bushels per acre while his neighbor har
vested 30! Some diseases, such as root rot, are like that. Average national 
losses from disease, serious though they are, have but a small fraction 
of the social significance of the multitudes of individual catastrophes that 
are overlooked in the national or state averages. 

The economic history of plant pathology, although never yet fully 
assembled, and existing principally in scattered items, is a tragic chron
ology of disaster after disaster which scourged the land, wiping out the 
livelihood of countless families, communities, and whole agricultural 
sections, destroying enterprises on which hopeful farmers had staked 
their lives and all their resources. There is a formidable list of agricul-
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tural projects that have failed as a result of plant diseases. Some of these 
have virtually eliminated industries on which extensive areas depended. 
Examples are the collapse of the Louisiana sugar cane industry when 
it was successively crippled by red rot, root rot, and mosaic; the fate 
of the sugar beet industry in the intermountain area, throttled by the 
curly top disease; and the elimination, by rust, of coffee growing in 
Ceylon in the 1880's, and the culture of Coffea arabica in Java. Calam
ities such as these eliminated the livelihood of large populations, closed 
mills and factories, transformed prosperous communities into ghost 
towns. 

Less spectacular, although no less ruinous to many individual farmers, 
and those dependent on farming, have been the many other instances in 
which disease has struck locally or on scattered farms, eliminating the 
culture of once profitable crops, forcing countless individual farm fami
lies off the land or into other, less attractive agricultural pursuits. The 
many plant diseases that have acted in this fashion include banana wilt, 
flax wilt and rust, sweet potato surface rot, wheat stem and leaf rusts, 
potato and tomato late blight, bacterial wilt of alfalfa, rust of asparagus, 
Fusarium wilts of watermelon and cotton, Granville wilt of tobacco, dis
eases of celery, downy mildew of grapes in France, and gooseberry 
powdery mildew in much of Europe. In these cases, the destruction of 
crop culture has not always been permanent; sooner or later plant 
scientists have found means of controlling many of these diseases or 
have developed profitable substitute crops. Yet, during the period of 
reorganization of farming, untold suffering has been undergone by the 
stricken farm populations. However closely we may attempt to arrive at 
estimates of the cost of plant diseases, our figures will always fall short 
of the true cost by a broad margin of intangible suffering that cannot 
be measured in dollars. 

The consumer has an even greater stake in crop loss prevention than 
does the farmer. Whatever the losses in agriculture, it is the consumer 
who must absorb them in higher prices, lower quality, and taxes to 
permit the farmer to operate despite agricultural hazards. The consumer's 
stake is all the greater because the unit value of produce, when it reaches 
the consumer, is much higher than at the farm. "The consumer's apple 
is the producer's apple plus the cost of picking, packing, shipping, stor
age, and handling, as well as sales costs and profits" (Stevens, 1933). 
A farm loss, measured in pennies per bushel, becomes a consumer's loss 
measured in pennies per pound or dollars per bushel. 

The farmers' loss, which may be offset to some extent by higher 
prices or subsidies, involves only the hazards that exist up to harvest 
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time. The consumer's loss includes these, plus all the forms of loss that 
occur between harvest and the dinner table, and these post-harvest losses 
may be relatively greater than losses on the farm. It is not uncommon 
for 25 to 50% of perishable produce to be lost between farm and home. 

Accompanying volume losses at all stages in production and market
ing are the quality losses in produce that finally reaches the ultimate 
consumer, seen, for example, in scabby potatoes from which a thick, 
wasteful paring must be removed, blemished fruit that is unappetizing 
and is subject to rapid decay in the home, leafy vegetables from which 
a wastefully large number of leaves must be removed before reaching 
the uninjured core, and construction timber with incipient stages of 
decay that inevitably mean costly, early replacement. 

II. How Is SICKNESS IN PLANTS RECOGNIZED AND DIAGNOSED? 

A. Symptoms as Indicators of Affected Life Processes 

Sickness results from abnormal physiological processes in plants. 
Physiological abnormalities produce symptoms of disease. Sometimes 
these are very obvious, as in yellowing, wilting, or death of tissues; in 
other cases they may be very obscure, recognizable only by careful 
measurements, as with moderately retarded growth that appears normal, 
or with reduced reproductive capacity or seed viability. Symptoms are 
not the disease, although one might be led to think so from the common 
names of most diseases, such as aster yellows, cotton wilt, or barley stripe. 
Symptoms are only evidences of disease, recognizable responses of the 
plant to physiological disturbances. They are often accompanied by 
signs of disease, a term that is applied to evidences of the presence of 
a disease inducing agent, such as the fruiting bodies of pathogenic fungi, 
or bacterial ooze. 

In phytopathology, as in veterinary and human medicine, it is cus
tomary to diagnose the disease from its symptoms and signs, to formu
late a prognosis of the probable outcome of the sickness, and to endeavor 
to control it. In each of these sciences, control measures are properly 
directed at the underlying physiological abnormality or at the agent 
that causes it, not at alleviation of the symptoms themselves, aspirin and 
tranquilizing drugs notwithstanding. 

B. The Individual Plant 

Diagnosis begins with the study of individual affected plants. A 
highly detailed science of symptomatology in plants has been developed, 
particularly under the aegis of the late Professor Whetzel of Cornell 
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University. It is not the purpose to elaborate here on this since it is 
fully discussed in most textbooks of plant pathology and since the rela
tions of symptoms to abnormal physiological processes are considered 
in Part I I of this volume. It need only be mentioned that sickness in 
plants is expressed by restricted development, excessive development, 
or death of the plant tissues, each of these reactions taking many forms. 

The diagnostician attempts to understand the nature and degree of 
plant sickness from symptoms and signs. At best, this may be quite diffi
cult and often the diagnostician is handicapped by being asked to 
diagnose from a few carelessly selected and handled specimens that are 
atypical and in poor condition for examination, perhaps even exhibiting 
the effects of a combination of unfavorable influences. 

There is no good substitute for diagnosis of plant sickness in the 
presence of the growing plants. Here the diagnostician can get the "feel" 
of the whole problem, his judgment can be aided by appreciation of the 
extent and typical severity of the sickness, the environmental influences, 
the cultural practices, and the views of the growers. 

The diagnostician must understand the physiology of the plant, in 
health and in sickness, in order to interpret symptoms. The writer, in 
abysmal ignorance of the practical aspects of wheat culture in Oklahoma, 
successfully forecast losses from the disastrous 1938 wheat leaf rust 
epidemic; these, in his mind, were inevitable in view of the dependence 
of yield on photosynthesis and the observable effect of the disease, long 
before harvest, in curtailing photosynthesis in the wheat plants over 
vast areas (Chester, 1939). 

C. The Population 

Mycology was the forerunner of plant pathology. The weaning 
process has been difficult. Even today, there are plant pathologists whose 
conclusions are based on what they see through a hand lens, to the exclu
sion of field glasses. They suffer from a common ailment in the profes
sion—mycological myopia. They cannot see the forest for the trees. 

But plant pathology—with no disparagement to its basic scientific 
aspects—emphasizes the art of dealing with diseased plants. From this 
viewpoint, the individual sick plant means nothing—the sick population 
is paramount. 

The diagnostician must know what percentage of the population is 
affected and to what average degree. The yellowness of a leaf should 
have less importance to him than the yellowness of the landscape. He 
requires the statistical approach. He must relate this, on the one hand, 
to the physiology of the sick plant or even the sick cell, and on the other 
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hand, to productiveness of the population as a whole. This may create 
a serious problem for the diagnostician if he has no normal population 
for comparison with the sick one. Ranking high among the symptoms 
of plant sickness—yet often overlooked—is the gross yield of the crop 
and its market grade. 

D. Chronic versus Acute Sickness 

As examples of chronic sickness in man we have the short stature, 
eye defects, and limited life span of certain peoples, also the high inci
dence of nonfatal respiratory ailments of residents in smoky cities. 
Plants, too, suffer from chronic ailments that restrict their development 
without producing more obvious symptoms of disease. Chronic sickness 
in plants is revealed in the differences in average acre yields of crops 
from one territory to another and in the differences in width between 
growth rings in the same species of tree growing in different localities. 
Often the statistical approach is the only one that will reveal that certain 
populations are failing to reach "normal" or potential productiveness, 
owing to pathogenic factors, whether environmental or biotic in nature. 
Chronic sickness is commonly overlooked, yet may often be more harm
ful to the population than obvious, acute, spectacular sickness. 

E . The Tempo of the Advancing Process of Disease Development 

The outcome of a horse race is determined not so much by the posi
tion of the horses at any given moment as by the speed at which they 
are running. So, too, with plant sickness; a single inspection may give 
very little indication of the dynamics of disease development. It is like 
inspecting a single frame of a moving picture. Just as an experienced 
seaman can determine the course and speed of a distant ship by signs 
that are meaningless to the landlubber, so the phytopathologist can learn 
to recognize the evidences that a plant disease is accelerating, static, or 
decreasing in intensity. It is important to give attention to the dynamics 
or tempo of disease development, since this increases our ability to 
foresee future loss, sometimes early enough to permit the intervention 
of loss-preventive measures. 

Barratt and Richards (1944) studied the disease tempo of the target 
spot disease of tomato caused by Alternaria sohni. Reading the disease 
at intervals as the season advanced they showed that the probability 
of disease is linearly related to time. Thus was formed a new technique 
for appraising the amount of sickness. The curves provide two very 
useful parameters, slope and half-life. The slope is a characteristic of the 
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population of plants, and the half-life is the time for 50% of the healthy 
tissue to be lost. The two parameters are very valuable in appraising 
fungicides, varietal susceptibility, environmental effects, and the like. 

Large (1945) independently discovered and applied these two 
parameters extensively (Large 1952, 1958). It seems astonishing that so 
few research workers make use of them. Van der Plank is one of those 
who has (see Chapter 7 of Volume I I I ) . 

A part of the problem of the march of disease is that available green 
tissue diminishes as the disease advances. Gregory (1948) gives a fas
cinating discussion of the mathematics of this phenomenon. 

III . W H A T Is THE VALUE OF KNOWING THE DEGREE OF 

SICKNESS IN PLANTS? 

Accurate, measured data are fundamental to the understanding of 
any science. This is more difficult in biology than in the physical sciences, 
but nonetheless necessary. The measurements that can be made of the 
intensity, extent, and destructiveness of plant sickness find a wide variety 
of uses. For example, they enable us (a ) to judge the relative importance 
of different kinds of disease, ( b ) to direct activities of research and 
extension to those that are most harmful to the economy, ( c ) to decide 
which of two control measures to use, one that is costly but efficient, the 
other less expensive and less efficacious; and (d) to obtain quantitative 
data in research to compare susceptibility of varieties, fungicides, en
vironment, and the like. That is to say that if we are to advance the 
science of plant pathology and the art of treating disease, we must be 
able to express the amount of sickness in quantitative terms. 

For all these reasons, governments have set up agencies for gathering 
and reporting plant disease information. The Ninth International Con
ference on the subject was held in Moscow in 1958 (Anon., 1958). The 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations publishes The 
Plant Protection Bulletin from Rome. Wood (1953) has shown the im
portance of plant diseases in the economy of that nation. Padwick (1956) 
has compiled a list of plant diseases in the British colonies. These are 
examples of the type of work carried on by all nations. 

Forest disease appraisal illustrates how knowledge of the amount of 
advancing disease in a crop can help in determining present and poten
tial sales value of the crop: using well tested techniques, the timber 
cruiser can determine the amount of wood decay, relate this to annual 
increase in the apparent and real volume of wood present, and thus 
determine the value of the forest, at present, and projected into future 
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years. This permits intelligent financial operations in managing and 
marketing the crop of timber. Other than in forest pathology, much 
remains to be done in securing and using disease loss data in relation 
to buying and selling farm property, farm taxation, farm mortgages, 
loans, credits, and crop insurance against disease losses. 

An important service is rendered to agriculture by the periodic crop 
news and yield forecasts issued by agricultural economists. There are 
numerous cases where plant diseases, acting over a wide area, produce 
important downward revisions of yield estimates by harvest time. The 
crop reporter needs to know the relative yield-depressing effects of the 
different diseases, and for each important disease, insofar as possible, 
he needs to know that a given intensity of disease at a given stage in 
crop development is regularly followed by a given percentage reduc
tion in crop yield at harvest time. Such information can contribute 
materially toward the accuracy and timeliness of yield forecasts, with 
their benefits in more orderly marketing of the crops. 

Knowing the effect of given intensities of disease on yields, it be
comes possible to interpret the role of plant disease in the production 
totals, to determine the extent to which new disease control measures 
may influence future production, and to gain some conception of the 
levels of production that are attainable with increased disease control. 
The analysis of commodity price variations and the forecasting of prices 
for crops will frequently be improved by definite knowledge of the 
effect of a given disease situation on quality as well as quantity of 
harvested crops. 

Harmful effects of plant disease often occur after harvest, during 
the marketing of produce. If we had a comprehensive and reasonably 
accurate basis of data for evaluating market losses in their true light, 
it would become recognized that such losses are not inevitable, and 
efforts at their prevention would be justified and facilitated, with bene
fits to both marketer and consumer. 

Timely and accurate knowledge of crop losses is essential in making 
economical and profitable disposition of harvested crops, in dispatching 
suitable numbers of railroad cars or trucks to harvest points, in planning 
canning and packing operations, and in managing crop storages. The 
marketing of equipment and supplies for controlling plant diseases is 
particularly dependent on factual information concerning the losses they 
cause, which determines the control expenditures that may be warranted. 

There is a long list of agricultural enterprises that have failed because 
of the onslaught of plant sickness. In most such cases, the hazard could 
have been foreseen had there been appreciation of the destructiveness 
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of the diseases in question and knowledge of their occurrence or adapta
tion in the areas of proposed projects. An adequate basis for predicting 
the influence of plant sickness on contemplated agricultural ventures 
comprises: measurement of the damage which diseases, at given intensi
ties, are capable of producing; determination of past extensions of dis
ease areas and of their present areas by survey methods; study of the 
ecology of diseases to determine the likelihood that a given disease could 
prosper in a new location and environment; and a summarizing of this 
information in disease hazard maps to be used in agricultural planning, 
in the same manner and with the same advantages as land-use maps or 
soil-survey maps. 

Accurate knowledge of the capacity of plant disease to cause losses 
is basic in determining the limits of safe exchange of agricultural and 
horticultural products, and in guiding disease-regulatory activities. The 
necessity for, and values of, disease control by embargo or regulation are 
functions of the amount of loss the disease is capable of producing. The 
threshold loss amount, above which regulation is justified, and below 
which the cost and consequences of regulation would not be warranted, 
should be the deciding factor in weighing the desirability of regulatory 
measures. The capacity of a disease to cause loss cannot be guessed at; 
it must be measured. 

The prosperity of plant pathology as a science depends importantly 
on the financial support which it receives. This support, in turn, is con
tingent to a major extent on the ability of plant pathologists to demon
strate the economic value of their work. The latter, finally must rest on 
the accumulation of reliable data showing in reasonably accurate terms 
the amounts of loss caused by the various diseases and, consequently, 
the gain from disease control that has been attained or is in prospect. 
From this point of view, the securing of these data, the measurement 
of plant disease losses on a broad and comprehensive scale, is not just 
another optional facet of pathological studies; it is vital to the prosperous 
future of the science. 

I V . W H Y MUST THE DEGREE OF SICKNESS IN PLANTS B E MEASURED? 

A. Action against Plant Diseases Must Be Based on Accurate Information 

Ours is a military campaign against agents that destroy our plants. 
We cannot wage this campaign successfully without knowing the meas
ure of the enemy's ability to destroy. To determine this (and our own 
vulnerability) is a function of our military intelligence service, without 
which we are unable to marshal our defensive forces when and where 
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they are most needed. Our intelligence service must furnish us with 
measured, exact information on the enemy's capacity for destruction. 
Guesses will not do. 

B. Progress in Our Science Requires This Exact Information 

Ours is a science that can flourish only if it is based, in all its aspects, 
upon accurately measured data, without which it is not a mature science. 
The history of medicine through the past century shows clearly how its 
progress has depended on accurate measurements of structures and 
functions of the healthy and the sick, resulting in more precise diagnosis, 
more effective treatments, and, from the statistical study of sickness and 
morbidity in populations, a more rational concentration of medical efforts 
on those diseases that are truly most harmful to man. Phytopathology can 
profit from this example. 

C . Our Present Data on the Degree of Sickness and Loss in 
Plants Are Very Fragmentary 

Plant disease surveys have never been highly organized and strongly 
supported, with the result that existing data on plant disease occurrences, 
intensities, and resulting losses are incomplete and nonrepresentative. 
There has been a tendency to report only extreme cases of disease out
break, from which destructiveness averages cannot be derived. Many 
reports are of disease occurrences only, without information on their 
severity. Many others indicate severity by such general terms as "worse 
than usual," "very injurious," or "unusually prevalent," which convey 
little meaning to the worker who is unfamiliar with the average situation 
in the area concerned, and none to the analyst who is attempting to 
place disease severity on a numerical basis. It is often impossible to 
determine from the reports whether disease outbreaks are general over 
a wide area or localized on a few farms. The data from some agricul
tural areas are much less complete than those from areas that are better 
staffed. Owing to the personal research interests of individual reporters, 
to the spectacular character of some diseases contrasted with the more 
subtle destructiveness of others, and to other factors, we find some crops 
and diseases much better documented than others. 

D. Our Present Data on the Degree of Sickness and Loss in 
Plants Are Very Inaccurate 

Lacking standard methods for scaling disease intensity, and with little 
experimental basis for determining the losses caused by plant dis
eases, our estimates of these losses have often been in serious error, 
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as has been seen when estimates have been compared with actual 
measurements. 

Horsfall (1930) mentions workers who believed that no damage was 
caused by powdery mildew of clover, but his measurements showed that 
the disease reduced the crop by 25 to 33%. Wheat leaf rust was con
sidered negligible or even beneficial to wheat until Mains (1930) , John
ston (1931) , Caldwell and Compton (1939) , and others demonstrated 
experimentally that the disease reduces the crop by 35% if it destroys 
the leaves when the plant is in the blossoming stage, as frequently hap
pens. Many other examples of gross inaccuracy in our conception of 
disease losses could be cited. 

There are many reasons for such inaccurate estimates. There may be 
failure to ascribe loss to its actual cause, as when unfavorable weather 
is blamed for disease losses, in cases of damping-off and root rots, for 
example. There is often failure to appreciate the destructiveness of fac
tors that are relatively constant from year to year and not spectacular 
nor widely publicized, as in the cases of clover mildew and wheat leaf 
rust mentioned above. If a disease is invariably present in a crop, the 
amount of loss which it causes may be underestimated or overlooked 
because of lack of contrast with disease-free plants. This was the case 
with potato latent mosaic, which was present in practically every potato 
plant grown in America, until its damage was measured and found to 
average 13% loss of the crop. 

Often there is a lack of data on healthy crops to temper reports of 
epidemics, resulting in a distorted impression of the importance of dis
eases. Certain diseases tend to be most active in seasons of high potential 
crop yield, which obscures the actual losses sustained. This is particularly 
true of diseases that are favored by abundant rainfall, in dry regions 
where the benefits of the rainfall obscure their harmful effects. This 
applies to many of the rust and downy mildew diseases. If, as sometimes 
happens, there is a positive correlation between the yield-depressing 
effect of a disease and the yield-elevating effect of freedom from another 
disease or hazard, the two effects may cancel one another, or if the 
second effect be greater there may actually be a net yield increase asso
ciated with the disease. This has been reported of diseases which shorten 
the life cycle of plants, permitting them to mature their fruits early 
enough to escape frost damage. 

An estimate of loss due to a plant disease must include all of the 
losses sustained, both in the growing plant and in the shipment, storage, 
and marketing of its products. There are diseases from which field loss 
is greater than is indicated by condition of the harvested crop, such as 
bunt of wheat, in which case examination of properly cleaned wheat 
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grain would suggest a much smaller amount of disease in the field than 
was actually present. Conversely a disease that is considered negligible 
in the field may cause serious post-harvest losses, as is frequently true 
of tomato anthracnose. 

Other inaccuracies in disease loss appraisal result from subjective 
errors of judgment owing to inadequate or biased training and experi
ence, from nonrepresentative sampling, from using an inappropriate 
method of appraisal or from duplicating and summating loss estimates 
at different stages in the marketing of a crop. 

Basic to all these pitfalls is lack of an experimental basis for esti
mating disease losses. Many examples might be cited showing clearly 
that plant pathologists cannot trust their eyes or even their experienced 
judgment where there is no experimental basis for knowing the amount 
of loss associated with a given intensity of disease. 

E. The Harmful Effects of These Inaccuracies 

In Section III , above, was discussed the value of accurate informa
tion on the degree of sickness in plants and the resulting economic losses 
in connection with research and educational work and with many aspects 
of agricultural economics. It is patent that if this information is inaccu
rate it may not only fail to support each of these activities but may 
even be harmful to them. It is quite probable that the discipline of 
phytopathology, with all of its yet unrealized contributions to our econ
omy and science, has seriously suffered, in its development, from lack 
of adequate understanding of the economic consequences of plant 
sickness. 

V . W H A T ARE THE REQUIREMENTS IN MEASURING SICKNESS IN PLANTS? 

A. The Objective 

The objective of plant disease loss appraisal is threefold: to deter
mine the amount of disease, which is the product of its prevalence and 
its intensity in individual plants; to translate the amount of disease into 
loss, expressed as percentage of potential, disease-free crop, or in pro
duction units, considering both quantity and quality of the crop; and 
to interpret the effects of this loss on the economy. It is recognized that 
the last of these, the interpretation of the effects of loss, is a problem for 
economists and sociologists and lies outside the domain of our experi
mental science. Nevertheless, it is a very necessary part of the loss prob
lem. Unequal progress has been made toward these objectives. Consider
able attention has been given to measuring the amount of plant sickness, 
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much less to measuring the loss caused by it, and least of all to the 
socioeconomic interpretation of this loss. 

B . The Methods 

The methods for measuring sickness in plants should meet certain 
requirements. They should be comprehensive, ultimately embracing all 
major diseases of all major crops, otherwise the assembled data will 
have only limited value for the important purpose of comparing loss 
hazards in order to determine the wisest course in research, educational 
and action programs. 

Disease appraisal methods should have a practical degree of accuracy. 
Between the extremes of gross error on the one hand, and minutely 
precise measurements on the other, there is a suitable range in which 
disease and loss estimates are sufficiently accurate to be useful and reli
able within moderate limits, but without reaching an uneconomical 
degree of precision or one that is unattainable in practice. The width 
of the permissible range of error of estimates depends on several factors, 
including the experimental basis for estimation, variability of loss from 
given diseases, purposes of the estimates, and practical considerations. 

Disease appraisal methods should be comparable from one worker, 
location, or season to another. First, there are required comparable or 
uniform practices in appraising disease intensity. Some progress has been 
made in this direction, for example through the use of a standard scale 
for estimating cereal rust intensities. Second, there is need for standard, 
experimentally determined conversion factors, formulas, or regressions 
to translate disease intensity into disease loss. Some of these have already 
been derived; many more others await development. 

Disease appraisal methods should be objective. They should be so 
devised that their use will not be influenced by bias or point of view of 
the observer. The true scientific observer recognizes bias as an ever-
present danger in his work, and will welcome objective criteria for dis
ease intensity and loss appraisal. 

The methods should embrace all components of disease loss, includ
ing quantity and quality of crop yield and the indirect economic effects 
of disease, from planting to final disposal of the crop. Some cases are 
complex, with the loss difficult to analyze. This is a challenge, since 
understanding of the loss in these cases may justify new efforts and new 
approaches to the control of those disease problems where the loss is 
serious, although complex and obscure. Loss in quality of the crop, 
although sometimes difficult to appraise, may have greater significance 
than loss in yield. This is illustrated by tobacco mosaic, where infestation 
of the tobacco crop one month after transplanting reduced the acre 
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yield by 25%, but so lowered the quality that the price dropped by 40%, 
reducing the acre value by 54.5% (McMurtrey, 1928, 1929). Nursery 
stock and ornamental plants present a special and important problem 
in quality as it affects loss, since a single diseased plant may cause con
demnation of large numbers of plants under quarantine laws, and since 
minor blemishes may render ornamental plants unsaleable. 

The phytopathologist may often be required to interpret the partial 
and joint effects of two or more concomitant loss factors. There is danger 
in overstressing the factor which is most obvious, most recent in appear
ance, or with which the investigator is particularly concerned. Such 
cases can usually be resolved by measuring the effect of each factor 
separately and then combined, aided, for example, by the use of crop 
varieties or pesticides that are specific control measures for one or 
another of the concomitant loss factors. Alternatively, statistical treat
ments of disease intensity and loss data will often serve properly to 
attribute to each factor its share of the combined damage. 

VI. How DOES O N E Go ABOUT MEASURING SICKNESS IN PLANTS? 

Basically, the problem of plant disease loss appraisal consists of 
measuring disease intensity and translating this into loss. In this section 
we are concerned with the methods of measuring and recording disease 
intensity, while the following section deals with disease intensity-loss 
relationships. By disease intensity is meant the amount of disease present 
in a plant, in a field, or in a geographic region, without reference to the 
damage caused. 

A. The Methods Depend upon the Purpose 

Measurements of disease intensity are usually made for either scien
tific or economic reasons. When measurements are used as an aid in 
research, as for example, in discriminating between a number of alter
native control practices or in comparing the disease reactions of a 
number of varieties of a crop, it may be necessary that the measure
ments be highly precise and, as a consequence, time-consuming and 
costly. Alternatively, if the objective is to determine the economic impact 
of a disease, it may be quite impractical and unnecessary to use the 
refinements of disease measurement that are required for research 
purposes. 

B. Measuring Sickness in the Individual Plant versus That 
in the Population 

Intensity of plant disease, as understood here, is a function of the 
average degree of sickness in the individual plant and of the prevalence 
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of affected plants in the population. Where destruction of the individual 
plants or of their commercial parts is total, as in the head smuts of small 
grains, it suffices to know the percentage of diseased plants in the popu
lation. More commonly, we must deal with varying degrees of destruc
tion in the individual plant, combined with varying percentages of 
affected plants in the population. And when a disease can affect various 
organs of the plant in different, harmful ways, as in fire blight of pome 
fruits, measurement of disease intensity becomes quite complex, although 
nonetheless possible and necessary. 

C . Methods and Aids for Determining the Amount or 
Intensity of Plant Sickness 

1. Number or Per Cent of Diseased Plants, Organs, or Tissues 

When diseased plants or plant parts are total losses and not partial 
losses, or when all diseased plants or plant parts are partial losses to the 
same degree, counts of diseased plants or plant parts and conversion of 
the counts into per cent give accurate measures of disease intensity. 
Whenever its use is valid, the recording of disease intensity as a per 
cent of plants or organs affected has the distinct advantages that it is 
uniform from one worker to another, provided a diseased plant or organ 
is properly defined and that the definition is easily understood by all. 

This method of scoring disease intensity is most useful and reliable 
in dealing with: (a) diseases in which the entire plant is killed, with 
few plants exhibiting partial loss, as in Fusarium wilt diseases of cotton 
and other crops, barley stripe, and damping-off of seedlings; ( b ) cases 
in which diseased plants, while not killed, are all injured to approxi
mately the same degree, as in virus diseases of vegetatively propagated 
plants, excluding current-season infections; ( c ) instances in which the 
per cent of affected plants is well correlated with the degree of injury, 
as with corn smut; (d) diseases in which plants or organs, even if lightly 
affected, are total losses from the commercial standpoint, such as crown 
gall of nursery stock, or ear smut of sweet corn; ( f ) cases in which 
diseased plants or tissues are so rare that differences in degree of infec
tion have little statistical significance. 

A good device, where plants or organs differ in degree of attack, is 
to record the number of plants or organs in each of several disease per 
cent classes, as: 0-10%, 10.1-20%, . . . 90.1-100%, and reduce this to a sin
gle numerical expression of disease intensity. Horsfall (1945) has pointed 
out the advantage, in this case, of using classes based on the ability of 
the human eye to discriminate differences, such as the series: 0-3, 3-6, 
6-12, 12-25, 25-50, 50-75, 75-87, 87-94, 94-97, and 97-100% disease. 
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With leaf-cast diseases, the estimated per cent of defoliation is a prom
ising measure of disease intensity that has been too little used. Per cent
of defoliation is frequently well correlated with intensity of disease on
leaves that have not yet dropped.

2. Descriptive Scales for Evaluating the Amount of Sickness

The simplest type of descriptive scale, which unfortunately, is still
frequently used, is to grade disease in three or more classes under such
terms as "light," "moderate," and "severe," and sometimes, to make
matters worse, the descriptive word is omitted and the undescribed
classes are simply numbered or assigned symbols. Such scales may be
meaningless to workers other than the ones who devised them, since
"moderate" disease in a region or season in which the disease is very
prevalent may correspond to "severe" disease in a year or location with
less abundant disease.

Descriptive scales can be useful if the grades are realistic, well
described, usable in practice, and comparable from one worker, location,
or season to another.

A device that is widely used, with modifications, is McKinney's
(1923) "infection index." He used it originally to summarize infection of
wheat seedlings by root rot diseases. Each seedling was classified in
one of five classes, from healthy to severely diseased. Each class was
given a numerical rating, in this case: 0.00, 0.75, 1.00, 2.00, and 3.00
respectively. Then,

I f ti . d Sum of all numerical ratings X 100n ec Ion In ex == .
Total number of Inoculated plants X 3

The factor 3 was used in the formula because that was the rating of the
maximal disease category, while the factor 100 converts the final rating
to a basis ranging from a for no disease to 100 where every plant is
diseased to the maximal extent.

When the class rating is expressed in per cent instead of arbitrary
numbers, the disease index may be simplified to the form:

~ (Class rating (%) X class frequency)
-Number of- plants or organs examined

which gives a mean value for disease intensity in per cent, as of leaf
area involved in disease.

The widespread use of the McKinney index, in original or modified
form, testifies to its value. It reduces a disease intensity complex to a
single expression that is open to statistical analysis on the basis that
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"although the estimates are not necessarily in direct linear relation to 
the amount of fungus present . . . they are reducible to a linear function 
of this amount" (Marsh et al, 1937). 

3. Logarithmic Versus Arithmetic Scales of Disease Intensity 

Horsfall and Heuberger (1942) used the McKinney index for meas
uring the target spot of disease. Later Horsfall (1945) showed that it 
lacked adequacy (1 ) because the grades were too wide and (2 ) because 
it ignores the visual acuity of the human eye which sees in logarithms 
according to the Weber-Fechner law. Accordingly Horsfall and Barratt 
(1945) devised a new logarithmic scale to make realistic the logarithmic 
feature of visual acuity. This scale shifts emphasis at the 50% point. 
Below 50% disease, the eye discriminates on the basis of diseased tissue. 
Above 50% it discriminates on the basis of healthy tissue not yet diseased. 
Hence, the scale must be balanced around the 50% point. For convenience 
the scale as published is based on a ratio of 2 except for the upper and 
lower ends which of necessity must include the residues. Ignoring frac
tions the scale is 0-3, 3-6, 6-12, 12-25, 25-50, 50-75, 75-87, 87-94, 
94-97, and 97 to 100. Thus, the scale reads the diseased tissue in 
logarithmic units below 50% and healthy tissue in the same units above 
50%. 

The subcommittee on Disease Measurement of the British Myco-
logical Society (Anon., 1947) has developed the scale shown below for 
potato late blight. Empirically, it does for the lower part of the scale 

Notation Degree of Disease Intensity 

0.0 Not seen in field. 
0.1 Only a few plants affected here and there; up to 1 to 2 spots in 12 yd. 

radius. 
1.0 Up to 10 spots per plant or general light spotting. 
5.0 About 50 spots per plant or up to 1 leaflet in 10. 

25.0 Nearly every leaflet with lesions; plants still of normal form; field may 
smell of blight but look green, though every plant affected. 

50.0 Every plant affected and about one-half of leaf area destroyed; field 
looks green, flecked with brown. 

75.0 About three-fourths of leaf area destroyed; field looks neither green 
nor brown. In some varieties the youngest leaves escape infection, so 
that green color is more conspicuous than in varieties like King Edward, 
which commonly shows severe shoot infection. 

95.0 Only a few green leaves remaining, but stems green. 
100.0 All leaves dead; stems dead or dying. 
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essentially what Horsfall and Barratt proposed but it does less well for 
the upper part of the scale. Nevertheless, it is a well devised and useful 
descriptive scale which should result in uniform, comparable disease 
records from different observers, locations, and seasons. 

The value of such a scale is enhanced if accompanied by photo
graphs or drawings illustrating the several grades. Since the stage of 
development of a plant at the time of its attack with a given intensity 
of disease is important in determining the amount of loss, good use can 
be made of comparison scales, one for disease intensity, the other for 
growth stage of the plant. 

4. Disease Intensity Standards 

A high degree of uniformity in rating disease intensity is possible 
when use is made of visual standards, including photographs, drawings, 
or preserved specimens, representative of each of a series of grades of 
disease intensity. A few of these are available, but many more are needed 
for uniform scoring of diverse plant diseases, so that each observer may 
know what others mean by their disease classes, so that we may know 
how severe is "severe." 

The first of these that has come to the writer's attention was the pic
torial cereal rust scale of the Australian, Cobb, in 1890-94. This consisted 
of diagrams of five degrees of rustiness, of from 1% to 50% leaf coverage 
by rust pustules. In slightly modified form, it was adopted by the U. S. 
Dept. of Agriculture in 1922 and has been widely used by cereal pathol
ogists, plant breeders, and agronomists in the United States. Other com
parable diagrammatic cereal rust standards with further refinements 
have been developed in Canada, Russia, and Spain (Salazar, 1954). 
Large and Honey (1955) have published diagrams for potato scab. 
Chester (1950) fully discusses such standards. 

Pioneer work in devising disease intensity standards was done by 
Tehon (1927) and Tehon and Stout (1930) in connection with their 
plant disease surveys of Illinois. They have furnished excellent series of 
standards, in the form of line drawings, illustrating disease intensity 
grades for Septoria leaf spot of wheat, halo blight of oats, cherry and 
plum leaf spots, diffuse and spot types of apple scab, apple blotch, the 
leaf phase of apple black-rot, and bacterial spot of peach leaves. 

5. Correlations of Different Expressions of Disease Intensity 

It would be very helpful in disease appraisal if two or more expres
sions of disease were well correlated one with another. If there should 
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be a high degree of correlation between root decay and some above 
ground symptom, for example, some of the labor and time involved in 
digging up and examining roots would be saved. If two observers should 
report intensities of a given disease in terms of two different expressions 
of disease that are well correlated, a valid comparison of the results 
could be made. 

It seems very reasonable to suppose that there often is a regular 
correlation between per cent of plants affected, per cent of organs per 
plant affected, and degree of infection per organ. Whenever the effect 
on one organ is the direct result of disease in another organ, a high cor
relation between the two may be expected. The phytopathological liter
ature contains many examples of such correlations, such as those between 
per cent of dead leaves and number of lesions in tomato defoliation 
disease (Horsfall and Heuberger, 1942), between per cent of plants 
infested with nematodes, number of nematode galls per plant, and 
nematode population in the soil (Godfrey, 1934), between injury to 
tomato vines and fruit-rot from late blight (McNew, 1943), and between 
spray injury of leaves and preharvest drop of apple fruits (Lewis, 1944). 

There are other instances, however, where such correlations do not 
exist. In the case of apple blotch, for example, there is independent 
variation in the amount of disease in leaves, twigs, and fruits, among dif
ferent apple varieties. Apple bitter-rot shows the same situation. With 
diseases such as these, the several organs must each be appraised, since 
the amount of disease in one type of organ may give no valid index of 
the amount in another organ. 

6. Forest Disease Appraisal 

This subject has been highly developed in forest pathology, having 
become a leading phase of forest mensuration. Since it is extensively 
treated in forestry text and reference books, it is not fitting to give it 
more than passing attention here. 

Wood decay is the leading problem and one in which appraisal is 
difficult because the injury is largely hidden from view. Direct examina
tion to determine the amount of decay within standing trees is costly and 
impractical except on a sampling basis, yet it is necessary to know the 
approximate amount of decay in order to determine value of the timber 
and optimal cutting time. 

The presence of fungus fruiting bodies on the surface of tree trunks 
is not very helpful since these develop only after decay is well advanced. 
There are other, useful correlations, however. With top or trunk-rot of 
oak, Hepting and his associates found a good correlation between wood 
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decay and rotten branch stubs, surface injuries, and blind knots on the 
bole. In the case of butt-rot of oak there is a high correlation with fire 
wounds. A formula relating age and width of the wounds to the amount 
of butt cull has been derived and used both for determining the amount 
of cull at the time of surveying and for predicting its amount in the 
future. A very practical use of correlations is seen in the analysis of 
tree rings to determine the occurrence and severity of defoliation and 
other plant injuries in earlier years. 

For direct examination of the internal condition of trees, use has 
long been made of the increment borer, which extracts a pencil-like core 
of wood, radially from bark to center of the tree, giving an index both 
of tree growth (annual rings) and amount and type of decay. Among 
new methods of internally sampling trees are the use of X-rays and 
radiographs; it is possible that radar might be used for the same purpose. 

D. Integrating Disease Intensity Data 

Having measured disease on individual plants, the readings must be 
integrated for numerous purposes. 

The McKinney index has many uses, among which are disease survey
ing, evaluation of disease in different crop varieties, and evaluation of 
the efficacy of fungicides and other means of disease control. In using the 
indexes, judgment is needed in assigning arbitrary ratings to the several 
disease classes. Where possible, each class rating should reflect the rela
tive intensity of disease or damage in comparison with ratings of other 
classes. Class ratings of 0, 1, 2, 3, and 4, for example, would be most 
appropriate if plants or organs in class 4 have four times the disease 
intensity of those in class 1, twice as much as those in class 2, etc. If 
care is used in assigning the class ratings, with absolute disease intensity 
properly considered, the indices themselves will have absolute, not 
merely relative, value. A logarithmic series of class ratings might often 
be preferable to an arithmetic one. 

Tehon (1927) , in statewide surveys of cereal disease, used the fol
lowing formula for determining average intensity of disease in a field, 
expressed as per cent: 

Class rating (in %) χ culm frequency in each class X % infected culms 
Total number of culms examined. 

A similar rating was used for fruit diseases. This method gives highly 
precise and accurate disease intensity estimates. Its chief disadvantage, 
according to Horsfall (1930) , is that it is very laborious and time-con
suming. Yet this may not be a serious disadvantage, for Tehon has shown 
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that the method can be used on a statewide basis, year after year. The 
formulas suggest more effort than is actually required in many cases. 
With general outbreaks of some diseases, such as cereal rusts or apple 
scab, prevalence is usually 100%, which can be easily ascertained. Dis
eases such as smuts can be quickly estimated by simple counting. The 
time spent in traveling from one field or orchard to another is such a 
large element in the survey cost that a fairly thorough examination at 
each stopping point is justified. However, if the method could be simpli
fied without undesirable loss in accuracy, this should be done. One 
method of simplification which deserves consideration is the use of cor
relations. If a constant relationship can be shown, for example, between 
per cent of trees affected, per cent of affected organs per tree, and 
degree of attack per organ, then all of these values would not need to 
be determined independently. 

In extending disease intensity estimates to embrace larger regional 
units, such as counties, states, provinces, or nations, the method used 
by most workers is a modification of the McKinney disease severity 
index, with the form: 

2 (field rating class X acreage in class) 
Total acreage 

The field ratings are usually classified in a series of grades, from 0 to 
100% disease intensity, but arbitrary grade values could also be used. 
Naumov (1924) in Russia, Ducomet and Foex (1925, 1928) in France, 
and Yoshimura (1954) in Japan have described methods of summa
rizing disease intensities which differ in detail but not in principle from 
those given above. 

E. Methods of Sampling and Surveying 

For plant disease appraisal data to achieve full usefulness in relation 
to economics, we must have representative cross-sections of the disease 
hazards involving whole counties, states, or nations. Such data can best 
be obtained by plant disease surveys—planned and uniform samplings 
throughout the areas involved. 

1. Organization and Planning of a Survey 

Plant disease surveys should have definite objectives, their objectives 
should be clearly related to useful application of the results, their 
methods should be adapted to the specific objectives, and they should 
be sufficiently thorough to permit reliable conclusions. At times it may 
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be desirable to study very thoroughly a limited number of fields while 
in other cases it may be useful to have less precise data from many ran
dom samples scattered over a broad area. Sometimes the two methods 
may be combined. The degree of thoroughness that is desirable, yet 
economical, depends on the objective. In some cases, data on presence 
or absence of a disease are sufficient; in others, it may be necessary to 
determine, with greater or lesser accuracy, the concentration of disease 
present. Some diseases, such as the cereal rusts, affect great acreages 
rather uniformly, and here fewer samplings are needed than with 
diseases where occurrence depends more on local environmental or agri
cultural conditions. General utility surveys are broad, less intensive, and 
less exact than special purpose surveys, such as those designed to aid 
plant disease research. 

2. Kinds of Sampling 

We distinguish crop (or commodity) sampling and opinion sampling, 
both of which are useful in plant disease appraisal. The former consists 
of evaluating a part of the crop, before or after harvest, and of consider
ing the findings as evidence of the quantity and quality of the whole. 
The sample may be a few plants in a field, a few fields in a county, a 
few counties in a state, a few states in a region, or a combination of 
these. In opinion sampling, which is illustrated by the U. S. Crop Report
ing Service, the sample is a part of the human population and the data 
obtained consist of the opinions of the people in the sample regarding 
any question asked them. 

Several methods of crop or opinion sampling are recognized. Random 
sampling is illustrated by appraising a crop field at every n t h mile indi
cated on an automobile speedometer. Area sampling might involve exam
ining all fields in random areas. Stratified sampling consists of sampling 
each element in a complex, in proportion to the known prevalence of 
that element in the complex, for example examining 10 wheat fields for 
each barley field if it were known that the wheat acreage is 10 times 
the barley acreage. Finally, in purposive sampling, all or nearly all of 
the population having narrowly specified characteristics is sampled, as 
in disease appraisal of the fields of all growers of certified seed potatoes 
in a State. 

3 . Nature of the Sample 

The type, size, and number of samples, and the time to take them 
vary so widely with the purpose of taking them and the physical and 
biological circumstances that here, we must limit the discussion to some 
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of the basic principles. The subject is treated in greater detail in the 
writer's monograph on plant disease losses (Chester, 1950). 

Of the factors which determine the time, number, size, and type of 
samples, two are outstanding and diametrically opposed—reliability and 
economy. Neither can be increased except at the expense of the other. 
The preferred schedule of sampling must be a compromise which avoids 
the expense of increasing accuracy beyond the least degree that will 
give a practical, reasonably satisfactory answer to the problem at hand. 
The optimal size and number of samples varies with crop, disease, en
vironment, the degree of skill and bias of the appraiser, accuracy of the 
appraisal methods, and other factors, which requires a thorough study 
of the disease situation and its variability before one can determine the 
optimal size and number of samples. 

The more disease present and the more uniformly it is distributed, 
the fewer samples are required for a given degree of reliability. Usually, 
air borne diseases are more uniformly distributed than those that are 
soil-borne or are disseminated by other agents than the wind. The more 
the host plant is uniform genetically, the more uniform will be the 
distribution of disease, as a rule. Of two alternative methods of sampling, 
of equal reliability, the more rapid and economical should be chosen. 
This underlines the value of a comparative study of appraisal methods 
before adopting any one. 

If one can decide the degree of error that can be tolerated in 
sampling and surveying, then it is a straightforward mathematical prob
lem to determine the minimum size and number of samples that will 
yield results within the tolerable error. This is standard practice in 
timber cruising. A good phytopathological illustration is Fernow's pre
scription for sampling potato stocks of varying disease content, showing, 
for example, that with 3% disease in the stock, a 400-tuber sample will 
reveal the disease content within 1% error, with odds of 1 0 : 1 . If the 
odds are 3 0 : 1 , the sample would have to consist of 2735 tubers (Fer-
now, 1944; Chester, 1950, p. 263) . Sampling practices for determining 
crop yields, which are well developed, are often applicable to plant 
disease appraisal. 

4. Procedures in Sampling and Surveying 

Plant diseases and their effects are often quite irregularly distributed 
through a field or from one field to another. Diseases also often show 
the well known border effect, with a greater or lesser disease intensity 
at the margin of a plot, field, or region. Disease appraisers, unless they 
have some means of ruling out the personal factor, tend to select samples 
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that are not truly representative, from more heavily diseased areas or 
from the "best" of a field or fields of a region. To avoid this error, 
ingenious methods of obtaining random samples have been devised, and 
comparable methods should form part of regular sampling practice. 

Suitable random samples are obtained by observance of a few prin
ciples. Avoid border effect by working well away from the edges of 
fields or regions of infestation. Use mechanical devices to eliminate 
subjective error, such as taking samples at measured intervals along a 
compass line. Distribute the samples widely over the area being sampled. 
Make use of mechanical, nonsubjective aids such as sampling the 
plants within a wire loop thrown at random out into a field, or the 
grain trier which combines many small samples into a composite whole. 

In exceptional cases, nonrandom sampling may be desirable. In a 
survey for rare or new diseases, for example, with emphasis on discovery 
rather than measure of prevalence, it would be justifiable to concentrate 
attention on farms that are uncared for or abandoned—where no effort 
is made to control disease—or on botanical gardens where there is a 
rich collection of unusual species or varieties of plants, and plants that 
are recent imports. The whole problem of sampling reduces itself to the 
need for using common sense and native ingenuity rather than rule of 
thumb. 

When sampling is extended to wide areas it becomes necessary and 
useful to adopt "shot-gun" methods. Among these are roadside appraisal, 
without field sampling, which has been used successfully in surveying 
for Texas root rot, among other diseases. In this case, effort must be 
made to eliminate the error caused by border effect. Airplane surveying 
is especially useful with those diseases that show their destructiveness 
from a distance (see Colwell, 1956). Good opportunities in plant disease 
appraisal lie ahead in use of color photography in combination with 
aerial surveys. Neil Stevens (1945) to whom we owe so many original 
suggestions on surveying practice, has stressed the value of making 
greater use of the long-distance telephone as an adjunct to surveying, 
that is cheaper than the time and gasoline used in travel. It is a method 
that deserves more extensive use. 

Finally, in appraising plant disease and its consequences over broad 
areas, an important aid is the use of opinion surveys that are so devised 
and weighted as to give a reliable cross-section of area and to insure 
competence of data sources. The Master Sample Plan in Iowa State 
College and, on a smaller but perhaps equally reliable scale, the Doane 
Agricultural Service sampling program illustrate means of obtaining 
average opinion about plant disease occurrences and losses; these are 
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weighted in such a way as to insure that each element in the human 
sample will be proportionate to its representation in the total population. 

VII . How MUCH SICKNESS CORRESPONDS TO H O W MUCH LOSS? 

A. The Disease Intensity-Loss Ratio 

Having determined the intensity of plant disease, it becomes neces
sary to establish the numerical relationship that exists between disease 
intensity and the loss produced, the second major step in plant disease 
appraisal. We are only led into error if we conclude that because a dis
ease is abundant, a high loss necessarily results, or the reverse of this. 
Judgment or intuition cannot be trusted; we must learn from investi
gations the amount of loss associated with given disease intensity. 

Such investigations are of two classes; statistical or historical methods 
may be used, or the experimental approach may be followed. Here the 
discussion is limited to the latter; a discussion of statistical and historical 
methods for relating loss to disease intensity will be found in Chester's 
work (1950) . 

B. Greenhouse Infection Experiments 

This method consists of infecting certain plants with disease, under 
greenhouse conditions, leaving others uninfected or protecting them 
from infection, measuring the disease intensity, and comparing crop 
yields. This method has the advantage of control over environment and 
disease situation. It has the disadvantage of being performed in an 
environment that is abnormal, compared with field conditions. It is a 
useful method but should be supplemented with field tests in many 
instances. 

C. Field Plot or Bed Infection Experiments 

In using this method, disease is introduced into plants that are grow
ing under normal cultural conditions, and the yields from the diseased 
plants are compared with those from comparable plots of uninoculated, 
healthy plants. The chief advantage of the method lies in the normal 
growing conditions under which the experiment is conducted. The dis
advantages are lack of control of numerous environmental and patholog
ical factors, among which is the natural occurrence of disease in the 
plots intended as healthy controls. In both greenhouse and field experi
ments, standard pathological and field experimental methods are used, 
including an approved plot design that will permit statistical analysis 
of the results. 
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D. Plantings from Diseased and Healthy Propagating Materials 

In this case, differences in disease occurrence and intensity result 
from using seed or vegetative reproductive materials that are naturally 
or artificially infected. Examples are the use of smut-infested grain seed 
and of virus-infected potato tubers. 

E. Comparison of Yields of Rogued and Unrogued Plantings 

To secure comparable diseased and disease-free plots in the presence 
of natural infestation, diseased plants may be removed from one, and 
healthy plants from the other. This technique, which is particularly use
ful with virus diseases, has greatest value when an excessive planting 
rate is used; and the roguing, with additional thinning, leaves the 
healthly and diseased plantings—with similar stands—with desired de
gree of uniform spacing. 

F . The Cultural Method 

This involves a comparison of yields of relatively diseased and heal
thy crops, the disease occurring naturally, with the degrees of disease 
being due to differences in cultural conditions, such as different methods 
of soil management. Studies by this method are subject to serious error, 
owing to the fact that the cultural differences have direct effects on yield 
levels in addition to their indirect effects in increasing or decreasing 
disease. Yet in some cases this source of error can be minimized, and in 
any case data obtained by this method are useful in confirming the 
results of more accurate experimental procedures. 

G. The Individual Method 

This procedure consists in selecting from a planting a given number 
of diseased plants and a like number of healthy plants, assessing the 
amount of disease, and comparing yields. The method has the advan
tage that it may be applied to any nonexperimental planting in which 
any ratio of healthy and diseased plants may be found. It is standard 
procedure with diseases that require many years to develop to the stage 
in which the observer is interested, as in forest wood-decay appraisal. 
The individual method is most useful and reliable in appraising diseases 
in which disease differences are due primarily to chance and not to 
differences in environment or genetic constitution of the plants, which 
might in themselves affect yields. The topographical method is a variant 
of the individual method in which the samples, instead of being single 
plants or small plant groups, are more extensive populations, differing in 
disease intensity because of environmental factors associated with differ-
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ences in terrain or because of differences in exposure to disease inoculum, 
although comparable in other respects. While useful in some cases, the 
topographical method is subject to criticism that variations in terrain 
result in differences in yields quite apart from the effects of disease. 

H. Comparison of Fields with Different Amounts of Natural Infection 

This is an extension of the individual method, comparing fields rather 
than individual plants in a single field. A limitation is that different 
amounts of disease in different fields can result from environmental 
factors that in themselves influence yields. The method is most valuable 
with those diseases that occur by chance and are not unilaterally asso
ciated with ecological factors of yield significance. The relative lack of 
accuracy of this method is compensated for, in considerable degree, by 
its extensiveness, giving the observer a picture of loss over a broad area 
instead of in a few experimental plots. It is particularly useful in con
firming and extending the results of more intensive studies. 

I. Comparison of Yields of Disease Resistant and Susceptible Genotypes 

This involves a study of disease-loss relationships using populations 
having individuals or lines that differ in their disease attack owing to 
genetic differences in disease susceptibility. It involves comparing yields 
of resistant and susceptible crop varieties, selections from a single crop 
variety, or segregates from hybridization. It is convenient to use at the 
same time and with the same materials as in plant breeding experiments. 
The most serious source of error lies in the fact that the different geno
types may differ in inherent yield capacity as well as in disease reaction, 
so that yield alterations in the presence of disease may not be strictly 
the result of the disease itself. This danger may be minimized by (1 ) use 
of large numbers of genotypes to offset errors caused by certain of them, 
(2 ) use of genotypes that are very similar except for disease reaction, 
or (3 ) correcting for genetic influences on yield using data from yield 
measurements of the genotypes in the absence of disease. 

J . Comparison of Yields of a Crop with and without 
Protection with Pesticides 

This major method of determining the amounts of loss caused by 
given intensities of plant disease is basically a comparison between 
yields of two plots of the same disease susceptible crop variety, exposed 
to disease, in which the plants of one plot have been protected from 
infection by a pesticide. Standard field plot techniques, with approved 
plot design, replications, consideration of border effect, and analysis 
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of the significance of the data obtained, are integral elements of this 
method of disease appraisal. 

Much use has been made of this method. Protective seed treatments 
have been widely used in studying the losses from damping-off. Soil 
disinfestation has been used in measuring losses from various soil-borne 
diseases and pests. Sulfur dusting has revealed the degree of damage 
from cereal rusts. Spraying and dusting of fruits and vegetables have 
yielded valuable information on losses from various diseases of these 
crops. 

An important source of error in such experiments is the direct effect 
of the pesticide on yield, apart from controlling disease. This can and 
should be measured in disease-free situations, with the results used to 
modify conclusions from pesticide trials. The direct effect of the pesti
cide may be to increase yields, as with application of copper pesticides 
to copper-hungry plants, or the reverse, in cases of spray injury. By 
using graded series of pesticide applications it is possible to plot curves 
showing the relationship of disease to yield at different levels of disease 
intensity or at different stages in the maturity of the crop. If those con
ducting pesticide experiments, for whatever purpose, would regularly 
make a practice of reporting disease intensities along with yields—a 
practice which is often omitted—the data would provide a wealth of 
needed information on disease-loss relationships. 

K. Artificial Mutilation 

Frequently, the student of loss appraisal will find data, principles, 
and conclusions which, although derived for an entirely different pur
pose, bear directly on disease-loss appraisal. This is the case with experi
ments involving artificial removal of leaves, whether performed in study 
of leaf-feeding insects, effects of grazing of cattle, fruit size control, plant 
physiology, or hail injury. Data from such studies aid in understanding 
losses from many types of leaf diseases. 

Some of the principles that have emerged from such studies are these. 
It is generally true that any defoliation, at any stage in the development 
of a crop, produces some reduction in yield. In most cases, defoliation 
and yield reduction are not proportionate, the loss curve rising more 
steeply with each added increment of defoliation; i.e., the first leaves 
lost are more expendable than additional ones lost, since surviving leaves 
appear to function more efficiently than the same leaves on a completely 
foliated plant. Defoliation is regularly associated with lowered quality 
in crops, cause and effect showing the same disproportionate relation
ship with increasing degrees of defoliation as in the case of gross yield. 
The effects of defoliation differ with the time at which it occurs, com
monly being most harmful when the plant loses leaves after its structure 
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has been differentiated, when it is too late for replacement leaves to 
form, yet before the foliage has served its photosynthetic function. Loss 
of leaves is least detrimental under drought conditions, since their loss 
reduces transpiration. With perennials, the loss of leaves can reduce 
yields both in the current season and in succeeding ones. Different crops 
and different varieties of the same crop suffer to different extents from 
the same amount of defoliation. Loss of leaves frequently has effects 
that are useful to man, such as acclerating maturity of a crop or facili
tating its harvest, and these advantages may largely offset the accom
panying loss in yield. 

Each of these principles applies to defoliation caused by plant dis
ease. The method of artificial defoliation appears to be a sound, reliable, 
and conservative approach to an understanding of the losses caused by 
foliage diseases. It challenges some of our traditional concepts of the 
damage from disease, confirms others, and stimulates the investigation 
of some of the little-known aspects of the economics of plant disease. 

VIII . How CAN THESE MEASUREMENTS B E SUMMARIZED AND ANALYZED? 

A . Correlation between Disease Intensity and Yields 

Experiments in determining loss from plant diseases are quantitative 
experiments, requiring the same techniques in experimental design and 
statistical analysis of the results as are required in other quantitative 
biological studies where there is more or less uncontrolled variation in 
repetitions of treatments, materials, and environments. With these pre
cautions taken, it becomes possible to derive statistically and econom
ically significant relationships between disease intensities and yields. 

With sufficient data available, these relationships may be simply 
expressed as coefficients of correlation. This not only brings out the 
extent to which disease is responsible for yield reductions, but also, by 
using partial correlations, it is possible to allocate the fractions of total 
yield reduction due to several injurious factors acting as a complex. 

The study of Sallans (1948) on the interrelations of common root rot 
and other factors with wheat yields is an excellent illustration of this 
method. From his simple and partial correlations between rainfall, tem
perature, root rot, insect damage, and yield, it was possible to develop 
a yield formula which accounted for 77.8% of the variance in yield in 
terms of these factors. 

B . Correlation between Stands and Yields 

If the principal effect of a disease is to thin out stands, the loss 
caused will be a function of the extent to which stands and yields are 
correlated. If reduction of stand does not seriously reduce yield, because 
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of compensation for missing plants by greater productivity of adjacent 
ones, the disease may be of little significance. Many of the available 
data on disease intensity, especially from seed treatment experiments, 
are reported in terms of stand, not of yield, but if stand : yield rela
tionship is known, as well as that between disease and stands, it might 
be possible to determine losses from disease intensity data on the simple 
basis that if A : Β and Β : C are known, A : C can be calculated. 

Loss in stand is not usually proportionate to loss in yield. This is 
because seeds are often planted at excessive rate, with some beneficial 
thinning, and because when a plant succumbs, the adjacent ones can 
often benefit by the space made available, thus partially or entirely 
compensating for the missing plant. The case is complicated when the 
disease which thins the stand also has residual harmful effects on the 
surviving plants, as in soreshin of cotton following Rhizoctonia damping-
off. Such complication can be analyzed by suitable experiments compar
ing thinning from disease with thinning by mechanical removal of 
plants. 

Agronomic data on stands and yields of corn illustrate the effect of 
compensation. In an illustrative case, if a normal, complete stand is 
taken as 100%, a 50% but fairly uniform stand will produce not y2 as 
much corn but about % as much, a 65% stand % as much, and 90% stand 
97% as much corn as the 100% stand. If the stand is irregularly reduced, 
with occasional wide gaps between plants, compensation is less effective. 
Similarly with potatoes, the two plants adjacent to a missing hill com
pensate for about y2 of the potential yield of the lost hill. A skip of 2 
hills would be iy2 hills lost, a 3-hill skip, 2y2 hills lost, etc. These rela
tionships are very much influenced by soil, climate, and crop variety. 
Some crops can compensate for missing plants to a much higher degree 
than others. With crops without weed control measures, skips in the 
stand become occupied by weeds which prevents the compensation 
effect. 

C. Formulas of Disease Intensity-Loss Relationships 

The expression "coefficient of injury (or damage)" has been variously 
used in an attempt to devise numerical expressions of loss in relation 
to disease intensity. To Gassner and Straib (1936) the "injury coefficient,, 

is the per cent reduction in yield for each week of duration of attack 
by disease (cereal rust) of a given intensity. Klemm (1940) has used 
the same term for the expression Q= (a-b) 100/a where a = yield of 
healthy plants and b = yield of diseased plants. The loss, C = PQ/100 
where Ρ = the number of injured plants. Here Q is simple loss per cent 
and Ρ the per cent of the crop affected. 
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In Russia, Yachevski (1929) used a term "coefficient of damage" to 
express the relation of yield under definite conditions of disease (b) to 
yield of healthy plants (a), or b/a X 100, which gives the per cent of a 
normal crop remaining after disease has taken its toll. The "coefficient of 
damage" of Lubimenko (1933) is "that factor by which it is necessary 
to multiply the degree of damage of the vegetative organs to obtain 
the actual effect of the damage," i.e., the amount of loss in quantity and 
quality of the yield. This was used in artificial defoliation experiments 
with the form 

Per cent yield reduction 
Per cent leaf reduction 

and might equally well be applied to any disease that defoliates plants. 
To Naumov (1939) "coefficient of injury" is expressed by the formula 
Ry/x, where y = actual yield, χ — amount of yield of diseased plants 
expressed as per cent of theoretically normal yield, while R is a constant. 

These several types of coefficients can be compared by using an 
example. Suppose that a crop, which under disease-free conditions would 
yield 20 bushels to the acre, is subjected to a disease that destroys 30% 
of the leaves during a 5-week attack and reduces the yield to 15 bushels. 
Klemm's coefficient would be 25 (i.e., 25% loss), Yachevski's would be 
75 (i.e., 75% of a normal crop), and Naumov's would be 0.2 multiplied 
by some constant, which is not readily comparable to usual loss meas
ures. Lubimenko's coefficient would be 83.3 which relates leaf injury to 
yield reduction, the latter being expressed as simple per cent loss (25%). 
Gassner and Straib's injury coefficient would be 5% loss per week of 
disease attack. Klemm's and Yachevski's coefficients, while simple, fail 
to consider disease intensity, as do the intensity-loss tables and regres
sions discussed below. 

D. Disease Intensity-Loss Tables 

Tables in which the approximate amount of loss is given for each of 
a series of disease intensities, considering also the time of attack, are 
useful devices for loss appraisal, but except in forest pathology very 
few of these are available. Best known, perhaps, are the tables relating 
cereal rust intensity, at various stages of maturity of the crop, to ensuant 
loss. In forest pathology, there are many useful tables and curves relating 
loss (cull) to observable indices of wood decay, with stated, permis
sible degrees of error. The broad applicability of any such tables can 
be established only after they have been tested over a wide range of 
species, habitats, and pathological situations. 
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Ε. Regressions of Disease Intensity on Yield 

Regressions, straight lines, or curves relating disease intensity and 
yield, have been used very successfully in depicting the losses caused 
by numerous types of disease. A regression tells us, for each unit of 
disease intensity, the per cent or amount of resulting loss. With a good 
regression available, one can read off the amounts directly, having deter
mined the disease intensity, interpolating between experimentally deter
mined points and extrapolating to the 0 and 100% disease points. They 
give a basis for forecasting losses when time of disease attack is a factor 
in the regression. Using regressions one can also analyze a series of 
interwoven factors relating to disease and yield. 

The methods of deriving regressions and testing them for significance 
and for linearity are found in standard works on statistical methods. 
While regressions are convenient ways of expressing disease-loss relation 
ships, they are only as valid as the data from which they are derived. 
We have seen that disease intensity-loss relations may vary with variety 
of crop, strain of pathogen, and environment in which disease develops. 
The regression of disease on yield derived from data that apply only to 
certain limited conditions, will itself have application only to those con
ditions. Fortunately, many of the findings of loss appraisal experiments 
have rather wide application within the range of error that is permissible 
for loss estimation. 

The literature on plant diseases and their effects on yields contains 
many raw data that are suitable for analysis by use of regressions, 
although this has not been done in the published reports. An example 
is McLaughlin's analysis of Gram's data on potato leaf roll and yields 
in which a highly significant linear regression was shown, indicating 
that for every 1% increase in the disease there was a 0.67% yield decrease 
(Chester, 1950, p. 325) . To the student of loss appraisal this suggests the 
value that lies in a search for such data and their appropriate analysis. 

F . Extension of Loss Calculations to Large Regions 

In summarizing disease loss data for states or countries, (1 ) the 
disease intensities for sub-areas may be averaged, weighting for the 
crop acreages in the sub-areas, with the final mean disease intensity 
converted into terms of loss, or (2 ) disease intensities for the sub-areas 
are converted into terms of loss, in per cent or in units of production, 
and the losses are summated or averaged, weighting for the sizes of 
the crop areas involved, to give a single figure for total loss. 

The U. S. Vlant Disease Reporter, in calculating loss, considers that: 
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« j . Actual production rossible production — 
100%—% loss from disease(s) 

The loss caused by disease is the product of possible production χ per 
cent disease loss. To multiply actual production by per cent loss is a 
fallacy which is avoided here. If disease is causing a 50% loss in a crop 
that actually produced 1000 bushels, the loss is not 500 but 1000 bushels, 
because the 1000 bushels actually harvested were only half a potential 
crop. 

As a good, typical example, Horsfall (1930) determined, in the case 
of Macrosporium leaf spot of red clover, that each 1% of leaf spot 
infection results in a 0.25% hay loss. The mean per cent of infection for 
the State was estimated by summarizing the individual products of 
acreages X infection per cents and dividing by the total acreage. Then 
the loss per cent corresponding to the mean infection per cent was 
applied to the state yield to give the state loss in tons and dollars. 

G. Application of Loss Ratios to Disease Intensity Data 

Most of the recorded plant disease survey data are in the form of 
disease intensities. As intensity-loss ratios are developed, it becomes 
possible to go back through the records of disease intensity and convert 
them into loss estimates. We are just at the beginning of this important 
application of plant disease appraisal. Few disease intensity-loss ratios 
have been derived, and fewer still are the cases in which these ratios 
have been applied to the disease intensity data of past years. Yet such 
information would be of great value to phytopathology and to the 
planners of agricultural progress. The derivation of loss ratios and their 
use in converting recorded disease intensities to loss estimates is one of 
the most promising methods that can be suggested for obtaining exten
sive and reliable loss data with minimal labor and cost. 

IX. T H E REWARD 

This, then, is the wherewithal for plant disease appraisal, so far as 
we now know. We have considered the many valuable ends that can 
be served by knowledge of the economic impact of our subject—how 
sick is the plant, and what this means to our economy. We have seen 
that the profession of plant pathology itself can progress adequately 
only if we can recognize, measure, and demonstrate to others the sig
nificance of plant disease. In a hungry world, with a shrinking land area 
to feed and clothe an explosively expanding population, we are derelict 
in our duty if we content ourselves with vague approximations of the 
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economic and social significance of plant disease. By developing accu
racy in appraisal of plant sickness and the losses it causes, we will be 
rewarded by being able to be more effective in research and educational 
efforts, we will provide needed information for agricultural planning and 
marketing activities, and we will enlist greater understanding and uti
lization of our efforts and support for them. 

In summary, the need for accurate data on plant disease losses is 
very great; this need has not been met, yet the means for doing so are 
available. A beginning toward the correction of this neglected opportu
nity to increase the effectiveness of phytopathological work could be 
made by efforts along the following lines: 

1. Inclusion of the measurement of disease intensity and determina
tion of intensity-loss relationships as a routine part of every formal 
comprehensive plant disease study. 

2. Adoption of the measurement and interpretation of plant disease 
losses as a major field of research by a group of individual pathologists 
who have particular interest in the economic consequences of plant 
sickness. 

3. Assembly of published data on disease intensity measurement and 
intensity-loss relationships as a start toward a relatively complete survey 
manual on the subject. Included should be data gathered for other pur
poses, that can be reworked for this purpose. This might well be a joint 
product of the group indicated in 2, above. 

4. Occasional work conferences of the same group for comparing 
techniques and results and to correct the subjective element in crop loss 
estimation, i.e., to "calibrate the observer." 

5. A course for disease survey workers, including plant disease survey 
personnel, commercial crop scouts, agricultural economists, and crop 
census takers, in which the principles evolved under 3 and 4, above, will 
be organized in such a way as to facilitate the rapid but accurate 
appraisal of crop loss from disease by these workers. 
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